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Abstract 

Results on t/decays from Mark III are presented. With a data sample of 240,000 @events, 
we measure w’+x+K-~, @+rlv, t/+~~, w’+‘y4x*, @+@x*, and perform a search for 
-t/-+pz Implications of our measurements are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Fifteen years after its discovery, GeV 
the charmonium system (Fig. 1) still poses many 
unanswered experimental and theoretical 
questions. 

3.6 - 

The I( 1) is the 2% 1 CC vector meson. It 

is the only well established radial excitation of the 
I,K There are many measurements to be made at 
the w’. Two of the low-lying charrnonium states 

are still unconfirmed, although there is evidence 
for both. Indications for the ‘PI state, h,, were 
reported by the ISR experiment R7042), but have 
not been seen at e+e- machines. It is important to 
verify the q;, which has only been observed as 
the recoil mass of a photon coming from W ’ 

decay$), and measure its exclusive decays. Little 
is known about hadronic and radiative decays of 
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FIG 1: The charmonium system. 
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- 
the & and $<tates. 

.- From ~‘+x+q~decays one can study the all neutral ~decays, and also normalize the 
’ current Mark III vdata. In addition, an accurate measurement of ~+/J+/K will reduce the error on 

_. o+ through the relationd): 

wf-‘ggg) 5 M2 (~2-9>(%(mc))3 l.6as 

uv+P+P-) =‘84q2 xa2 (l+-). 
n 

The error on t+q+fi-is currently 13%. One can also search for vector glueball candidates, which 
might be near the I+Y. Their possible mixing with the wwill be discussed below. 

Several experiments have previously studied the I/. Most results come from Mark I with 
0.4~106 @events, Mark II with 1.0~106 @events, and Crystal Ball with 1.8~106 V/events. These 

events were all collected at the SPEAR e+e- storage ring at SLAC. 

Mark III at SPEAR has recently completed a data taking run at the IJenergy. Our results are 
based on a sample of (236&35)x103 I/ events. Approximately 40% of this data was taken in a five 

day run in 1982, and the remainder in a three month run in the fall of 1988. In this paper we present 
results on y/‘&c+rc-t+~, w’+qt,~, w’+nc, v’+y47$, I/+$&, and perform a search for t/+p~. 

2. Inclusive f+x+rw decays. 

The @+~+rc-~decay is used to determine the number of ~‘events in two independent 
ways. In the first, inclusive vproduction from v’+rr+rc-wis measured. Events were selected with 

at least two charged tracks, assumed to be pions. The recoil mass from the X+X- system is shown in 
Fig. 2a. A clear w peak is seen. No hints of resonance structure other than the w are seen. To 
estimate the number of V/events, the PDG5) value for I/ +rr+~-w was used. 
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FIG 2: IJ +nk- y. a) recoil mass from Ittr; b) M( fix). 
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The &+,- is shown in Fig. 2b. The shape of the &c- spectrum peaks at high masses, as 
observed in previous experiments. No hints of resonance structure is seen. A theoretical discussion 

f of this shape can be found in 6). 

_. In the second method, @+neutrals+v, w+p+p- was detected and PDG values for w’ 
+neutrals+v and v+@p- were used to measure the number of v’events. The two methods agree 

to within 1%. The weighted average of events found is: (236&35)x103. 

3. t,v’--+yy~+yye+e-(p+p-) decays. 

- Events were selected with two charged tracks and two or more photons. The events were fit 
to I/+ yye+e- or I/+ yy l.~+p-, with the mass of the two charged tracks constrained to the vmass. 
The fit with the best probability was kept. Fig. 3a shows a scatter plot of M(w)2 vs. Mhi@(yv)2, 
where Mhi@(‘yl/) is the high mass ‘yvcombination. Fig. 3b shows the M(v) distribution. A clear TJ 

signal is seen. The Monte Carlo efficiency is 56%, and the mass resolution 3 MeV. We measure a 
preliminary branching ratio of: 

. B( I++TJ v) = (2.5ti.2fo.7)%. 

Fig. 3c shows the Mhi&(Y@ distribution after cutting away the area 0.540<M(yy)<0.556 GeV/c2 
(the q region). We observe the xc1 and xc2 states. The Monte Carlo efficiency is 54%, and the mass 

resolution 7 MeV. We measure preliminary branching ratios of: 

B(w’+‘Yx& = (9.4&0.5*2.5)% and B( v/‘-+nc2) = (11.0&0.7&2.9)%, 

where the first error is statistic and the second systematic. - 
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FIG 3: lf-+3/YW3~+e-@+/&). a) scatterplot of M(w2 VS. Mhigh(Ylf)2; b) M(w); C) Mhigh(w)L 
after an anti q cut . 
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.- To study the y47ck final state, events were selected with four charged tracks and one or more 
’ photons. The events were fit to w’+y47c*. The fit with the best probability was kept. Events were 

-.rejected if the recoil mass from any X+X- pair was equal to M,. The mass of the 47~’ system is 
shown in Fig. 4a. The xc states are clearly seen. The Monte Carlo efficiency is 23%, and the mass 

resolution 13 MeV. 

For the y61r* final state, events were selected with six charged tracks and one or more 
photons. The events were fit to f+y67c*. The fit with the best probability was kept. Events were 

rejected ifthe recoil mass from any X+X- pair was equal to MY. The mass of the 67G system is 
shown in Fig. 4b. Again, clear xc states are seen, though the xc1 and xc2 are not as well resolved. 

The Monte Carlo efficiency is 24%, and the mass resolution 17 MeV. 
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FIG 4: a) f+y4 @; b) w/+-y6 & 

we measure preliminary branching ratios of: 

Wv'+~xc)(~c--+4~~): I3 (~+‘YXc)(xc-+67+): 

~~o=(2.4f0.2~0.7)~10-3 

~~1=(0.93+0.13f0.28)x10-3 

~~2=(1.9f0.2k0.6)~10-3 

5. The p7c puzzle. 

xco=(1.46rt0.15HI.43)x10-3 

Xcl=(0.44+0.10*0.15)x10-3 

~~~=(0.88+0.20f0.27)x10-~. 

The hadronic decay rate of the V/relative to the ~should scale as the ratio of the three gluon 

widths, which are proportional to the leptonic widths divided by the full widths: 
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- 
B(@+hakons) = Wv’+txg) = rW-+e+e-VW = c12 2e 4j4 

B( v+hadrons) B(tp+ggg) r(y+e+e-)r(Y/3 * ’ ‘* 
c 

Previous experiments (Mark I, Mark II and 2 o R=B(W’+X)/O. 13B(v+X) 
’ _.Crystal Ball) have measured several hadronic decay 

modes of the v’that scale to 13% of the irate, but 

did not observe any of the vector-pseudoscalar (VP) 
combinations! In particular, the pi decay of the w 
has a large branching ratio (1.3%), while the pn: 
decay of the I// is not seen (~0.008% at 90% 

C.L.7)). The comparison between observed and 
predicted IJdecay rates is shown in Fig. 5, where 
R, the ratio of the measured B( @+X) divided by the 
expected 0.13.B( w-+X), is shown for various 

~hadronic final states. . 
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FIG 5: R=B(@+X)IO.~~B(I~+X). 
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FIG 6: y’+yytin~; a) M(w); b) M(z +11p)2 vs. M(n x0)2. 

The Mark III data is used to search for t/+pn. Events were selected with two charged 
tracks and two or more photons. The events were fit to I/ +ryrc+n-. The fit with the best 

probability was kept. Events were rejected if the recoil mass from the n+n- pair was consistent with 
MY. The yymass is shown in Fig. 6a. A small no signal is seen, providing evidence for ~/+&Jc-- 
no. A handscan is performed to remove events with extra photons. The dalitz plot of the n+n-no 
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events is shown in Fig. 6b. Twenty x+x-no events remain, two of which fall in the pn: bands 

(7.1.0&150 MeV/c2).There is no evidence for the triangular pi bands observed in t,++p~*). We 

f therefore set an upper limit for these two events. The Monte Carlo efficiency is 32%. We obtain: 

_. B( @+pn: ) < 7.0 x lo-5 (90% C.L.). 

Assuming all three pion events are non-resonant, we obtain: 

B( +n+rc-~0) = (0.26&0.05&0.05)x10-~. 

Our results confirm the Mark II measurement. It is not understood whether the v’decay is 
unexpectedly suppressed or the ~decay enhanced. Because of the well defined nature of this puzzle, 

there have been a number of theoretical attempts to explain it. 

Freund and Nambug), and later Hou and Sonil@ suggested that a vector glueball near the w 
couples strongly to VP pairs, but not to e+e-, thus enhancing the rate at the v Brodsky, Lepage and 

Tuanll) refined this notion with the observation that VP final states are suppressed by the QCD 
tli?orem for ~decays, but not for the decays of the glueball. Another model is that of Chaichian and 

Torr&ist12) who propose that the effect is due to form factors. A recent model by Pinsky13), relates 
the VP decays of the t/and w to their decays into mc, and observes that v/+mc is a hindered Ml 

transition. 

6. Conclusions. 

Our results are summarized and compared-to other experiments in Table I. Many of the Mark 
1114) results are not included in the PDG average, and are therefore shown in a separate column. -. 

Reaction 
ti-%V 

TABLE I. IJ branching ratios. 
Mark III PDG average 
(2.5&0.2+0.7)% (2.7+0.4)% 

Mark II(thesis) 

(9.4&0.5+2.5)% 
(11.0&0.7+2.9)% 

(2.4+0.12ti.7)~10-3 
(0.93+0.13+0.28)x10-3 
(1.9&0.2&0.6)x10-3 
(1.46&O. 15f0.43)xlO-3 
(0.44f0.1Of0.15)x10-3 
(0.88f0.20&0.27)~10-3 
<7x 1 o-5 (90% cl) 

(8.7+0.8)% 
(7.8f0.8)% 

(3.4&0.6)x10-3 (2.1+0.2)x10-3 
(1.4+0.4)x10-3 (0.8fO. 1)x10-3 
(1.7f0.4)xlO-3 (1.3_+0.1)x10-3 
(1.4+0.5)x10-3 (1.8+0.3)x10-3 
(1.9f0.7)xlO-3 (0.9+0.2)x10-3 
(0.94f0.62)~ lo-3 (1.7f0.3)xlO-3 
<8.3x10-5(9O%cl) 

I 



In summary, Mark III has obtained a rather small @data sample. With this data, precise 
measurements of t branching ratios have been obtained. The pn: puzzle persists. New theoretical 

c models try to explain the discrepancy between v’and vdecays to VP mesons. More data is clearly 

_. needed to unveil the other experimental questions that remain unsolved. 

I wish to thank the SPEAR and SLAC Technical staff. I sincerely thank Gary Gladding who 
presented these results on my behalf at Madrid. 
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